Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) is expected to be supported without compromising the resource usage efficiency. In this paper, we study how to maximize energy efficiency (EE) for URLLC under the stringent quality of service (QoS) requirement imposed on the end-to-end (E2E) delay and overall packet loss, where the E2E delay includes queueing delay and transmission delay, and the overall packet loss consists of queueing delay violation, transmission error with finite blocklength channel codes, and proactive packet dropping in deep fading. Transmit power, bandwidth and number of active antennas are jointly optimized to maximize the system EE under the QoS constraints. Since the achievable rate with finite blocklength channel codes is not jointly concave in radio resources, it is challenging to optimize resource allocation. By analyzing the properties of the optimization problem, the global optimal solution is obtained. Simulation and numerical results validate the analysis and show that the proposed policy can improve EE significantly compared with existing policy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC) is crucial to enable mission critical applications such as autonomous vehicle communications, factory automation and haptic communications [1, 2] .
To ensure the low end-to-end (E2E) delay including uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) transmission delay, coding and processing delay, queueing delay, and routing delay in backhaul and core networks, short frame structure becomes necessary [3] , queueing delay should be controlled [4] , and network architecture needs to be updated. To ensure the high reliability characterized by the overall packet loss probability, including transmission errors in UL and DL transmissions, packet loss due to queueing delay violation and proactive packet dropping in deep fading [5] , together with the short delay guarantee, channel coding with finite blocklength ought to be used [6] , and various diversity techniques are critical [7] . While supporting the stringent quality of service (QoS) of URLLC is not an easy task for radio access networks, the resource usage efficiency should not be compromised.
Energy efficiency (EE) is a key performance metric of the fifth generation (5G) mobile communications, which has been extensively studied (please see [8, 9] and references therein). However, the methods in literatures can hardly be extended to URLLC mainly due to the following reasons. First, both the EE and QoS depend on the achievable rate. The Shannon's capacity used in existing studies cannot characterize the maximal achievable rate with given transmission error, and hence can no longer be applied to URLLC. Second, owing to the very short delay bound, existing tools of analyzing queueing delay may not be applicable to URLLC.
An early attempt to design energy efficient URLLC in [10] showed that effective bandwidth [11] can be used to characterize queueing delay for Poisson process. More recently, the study in [5] validated that effective bandwidth can be applied for arrival processes that are more bursty than Poisson process. By further introducing a simple approximation to the achievable rate with finite blocklength channel codes, the transmit power and bandwidth allocation policy was optimized with closed-form solution to maximize system EE under constraints on transmission and queueing delays and corresponding packet loss components [10] . However, such an approximation is not always accurate, since the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) and the blocklength of different users change in a wide range. In practice, circuit power consumption highly depends on the number of active antennas, which was not optimized in [10] . How to jointly allocate transmit power and configure bandwidth and antenna to maximize the EE for URLLC with accurate achievable rate approximation deserves further study.
In this paper, we optimize EE of URLLC. Since around 80% energy consumption in cellular networks comes from BSs [8] , we only consider the energy consumed at the BSs. We jointly optimize transmit power, bandwidth and the number of active antennas to maximize EE under the QoS constraints. To capture the basic idea, we focus on DL resource allocation. Different from [10] , an accurate approximation of the achievable rate with finite blocklength channel codes in [6] will be applied, which however leads to very complicated QoS constraints. By further introducing an approximation and an upper bound, the QoS constraints are expressed in closedform, but are still non-convex in both transmit power and bandwidth. By analyzing the properties of the optimization problem, the global optimal resource allocation policy is obtained. Simulation and numerical results show that the proposed policy can satisfy the QoS requirement and provide remarkable EE gain over existing policy.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System and Traffic Models
Consider a cellular system, where each BS with t antennas serves + single-antenna nodes. The nodes are 978-1-5090-5019-2/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE divided into two types. The first type of nodes are users, which upload and download packets to and from the BS. The second type of nodes are sensors, which only upload packets. We consider the local communication scenario where each user only needs the packets from the nodes located in a few adjacent cells. All the nodes upload their own messages in short packets to their accessed BSs in UL. If a BS receives the messages from the nodes (e.g., node +1 in Fig. 1(a) ) that are required by the users accessed to an adjacent BS (e.g., node 2), the BS forwards the required messages to the adjacent BS via backhaul, and then the adjacent BS transmits the relevant messages to the target users. Such a scenario can be found in autonomous vehicle communications, smart factory and some augmented reality applications [2] , where the propagation delay is negligible, and the fiber backhaul latency is very short (around 0.1 ms [12] ). For long distance communication scenarios, the E2E delay ranges from 1 ms to 100 ms, depending on the use cases [13] . Nevertheless, according to [14] , the latency in radio access network should not exceed 1 ms. We reserve the delay for backhaul transmission for simplicity, and focus on the latency in radio access networks.
Time is discretized into frames. Each frame has duration f , which includes UL and DL transmissions. We consider frequency reuse and frequency division multiple access to avoid interference. 
B. Channel Model
We consider typical use cases in URLLC, where the E2E delay requirement max (and hence channel coding blocklength and the queueing delay) is shorter than the channel coherence time. Since the data rate for URLLC is not high, it is reasonable to assume that the bandwidth for each user is less than the channel coherence bandwidth, and then the channel is flat fading. Denote the average channel gain and the normalized channel coefficient for the th user as and ∈ ℂ t×1 , respectively, where the elements of are independent and identically complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance.
When both
and are known at the BS, for a given transmission error probability , the achievable packet rate with finite blocklength can be accurately approximated by [6] ≈ ln 2
where t and is the transmit power and bandwidth allocated to the th user, respectively, is the number of bits contained in each packet, ∈ (0, f ) is the time that can be used for DL transmission in one frame, = H , [⋅] H denotes conjugate transpose, 0 is the single-side noise spectral density, −1 G ( ) is the inverse of the Gaussian Qfunction, and is the channel dispersion given in [6]
(2)
C. QoS Requirement
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the E2E delay max consists of UL transmission delay, backhaul latency, queueing delay and DL transmission delay. Since the packet size is very small (e.g., 20 bytes [14] ), we assume that both UL and DL transmission for a packet can be finished with given error probability in one frame without retransmission, i.e., the transmission delay can be ensured by the properly designed frame duration. For simplicity, assume that the backhaul delay is within one frame. Then, to ensure the E2E delay, the queueing delay should be max = max −2 f . If the queueing delay of a packet is longer than the delay bound max , then it has to be dropped reactively. Denote the queueing delay violation probability as . Since the queueing delay is shorter than channel coherence time in typical scenarios, the optimal transmit power allocated to ensure ( max , ) is channel inverse and could become unbounded [5] . To guarantee the overall packet loss with finite transmit power, we can discard some packets proactively [5] , i.e., drop some packets during deep channel fading even when their queueing delay is less than max . Denote proactive packet dropping probability as ℎ . Then, the three packet loss components should satisfy + + ℎ ≤ D to ensure the overall reliability, where is the DL transmission error probability and the UL transmission error probability has been subtracted from D .
D. Energy Efficiency and Power Model
EE is defined as the ratio of the average data rate to the average total power consumed at the BSs. By setting the frequency reuse factor as 1/3, there is no strong interference and resource allocation policy of one BS does not depend on that of the other BSs. Therefore, maximizing the network EE is equivalent to maximizing the EE of each cell, which is
where is the set of indices of nodes that lie in the concerned area of user , ( ) is the number of packets uploaded by node in the th frame, and { tot } is the average total power consumed by the BS, which can be simplified as [15] ,
where ∈ (0, 1] is the power amplifier efficiency, t is the transmit power allocated to user , ca is the circuit power consumed by each antenna for transmission packets in DL and receiving packets from UL, and c 0 is the fixed circuit power independent of the number of antennas.
III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we optimize the resource allocation that maximizes the EE meanwhile satisfies the QoS requirement. Since the nominator in (3) approximately does not depend on the resource allocation (because 1 − D ≈ 1), maximizing EE is equivalent to minimizing the average total power consumption.
A. Problem Formulation
Denote the maximal transmit power of the BS as t max . Then, the transmit power allocated to the users should satisfy ∑ =1 t ≤ t max . With this constraint, the power allocated to each user depends on the channels of other users. As a result, it is hard to obtain the average transmit power of each user in closed-form. In order to find a closed-form expression of { tot } to facilitate optimization, we introduce a maximal transmit power constraint for each user as t ≤ th , where ∑ =1 th ≤ t max . The minimal constant service rate required to ensure the queueing delay requirement ( max , ) is the effective bandwidth of the arrival process [11] . For a Poisson process with arrival packet rate , the effective bandwidth is [5] ,
Then, the queueing delay requirement can be satisfied if [11] ≥ .
For other arrival processes, the expressions of will differ, but the proposed method to optimize resource allocation is still applicable.
By substituting the achievable packet rate (i.e., service rate) in (1) and effective bandwidth in (5) into (6), the required SNR to guarantee both and ( max , ) should satisfy
where
√ . According to (2), we have ≤ 1. Since the right hand side of (7) increases with , the QoS requirement can still be satisfied with = 1. By substituting = 1 into (7), the right hand side does not depend on , and then we obtain a conservative QoS constraint in closed-form.
To satisfy (7) with = 1 and the maximal transmit power constraint, t , depends on according to
where th ≜ 0 th is a threshold.
When the channel gain is lower than th , the required SNR to ensure QoS cannot be achieved. In this scenario, we can proactively discard several packets without transmission, and then control the overall packet loss/dropping probability. The achievable packet rate with transmit power th can be obtained by substituting t = th into (1), and is denoted as th . Then, the number of packets that are discarded when < th is [5] ,
where ( ) is the number of packets waiting in the queue at the beginning of the th frame.
From the derivation in [5] , the packet dropping probability can be approximated as
According to (8) , the average transmit power for the th user can be expressed as
where t ( ) = t −1 ( t −1)! − is the probability density function of . By substituting t ( ) into (12), we obtain
where t ( th ) =( t −1)
We can prove that t ( th ) is an upper bound of t ( th ) . The proof is omitted due to lack of space. Since the upper bound is in closed-form, we apply it as the QoS constraint imposed on the packet dropping probability.
While the optimal combination of , and ℎ will improve EE, the optimization leads to an intractable resource allocation problem but with marginal gain [5] . In the sequel, we consider = = ℎ = D /3. Then, the optimization problem can be formulated as
where (15a) is the constraint on and ( max , ) obtained by substituting = 1 and = = D /3 into (7), (15b) is the constraint on ℎ since t ( th )
is an upper bound of t ( th ) , (15c) reflects the relation of th and th in (8), and max is the total bandwidth.
After substituting in (15c) into (15a), we can see that the feasible region of the problem is non-convex. This is because the achievable rate with finite blocklength in (1) is non-concave. As a consequence, it is very challenging to find the global optimal solution.
B. Optimal Resource Allocation Policy
In this subsection, we propose a method to find the global optimal solution of problem (15) . It is not hard to prove that { tot } increases with th given and t . Moreover, according to the definition of th , th decreases with th . Hence, minimizing { tot } is equivalent to maximizing th . Furthermore, we can prove that t ( th ) increases with th (the proof is omitted due to the lack of space). Therefore, the maximal th can be obtained from t ( th ) = D /3, and the minimal th with given and t can be expressed as
where is the minimal value that satisfies constraint (15a). If ∑ =1 th > t max , we need to increase t until the power constraint satisfies. By substituting the optimal and t into (16), optimal th can be obtained, and hence we optimize and t in the sequel.
Substituting t ( th ) = D /3 into (13), we have
.
Substituting (17) into (4), we can obtain that
The optimal value of that minimizes { tot } is the same as that minimizes ∑ =1 , which does not depend on t . However, the optimal value of t that minimizes { tot } depends on . Therefore, we first find the optimal bandwidth allocation * , and then optimize t given * in the sequel.
Since (18) increases with , the minimal { tot } is obtained when the equality of (15a) holds. Denote
Then, the optimal bandwidth allocation that minimizes { tot } under the QoS constraints can be found from the following problem,
( ) is non-convex in . Essentially, this results from the non-convex achievable rate in (1) . Fortunately, we can exploit the following properties to find the global optimal solution.
Property 1.
( ) first strictly decreases and then strictly increases with . (See proof in Appendix A.)
Property1 indicates that a unique solution th that minimizes ( ) can be obtained via binary search algorithm.
Property 2.
( ) is strictly convex in when ∈ (0, th ). (See proof in Appendix A.)
With these properties, we consider two complementary cases to find the global optimal solution of problem (20).
1) Case 1: In the case where the bandwidth is sufficiently large such that ∑ =1 th ≤ max , { th 1 , ..., th } is a feasible solution of problem (20). According to Property 1, ( ) is minimized at th , and hence the objective function (20) is minimized at { th 1 , ..., th }. Therefore, { th 1 , ..., th } is the global optimal solution, i.e., * = th .
2) Case 2:
In the case where ∑ =1 th > max , { th 1 , . . . , th } is not a feasible solution of problem (20). However, with Property 1, it is not hard to see that the global optimal bandwidth allocation satisfies * ≤ th . Then, problem (20) is equivalent to the following problem, minimize , =1,2,...,
which is convex according to Property 2. Then, the global optimal bandwidth allocation * can be obtained with interior point method. By substituting * into (18), the global optimal number of active transmit antennas that minimizes { tot } under the QoS constraints can be derived as *
where ⌈ ⌉ denotes the minimal integer no less than .
IV. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we validate the approximation and upper bound introduced to ensure the QoS, illustrate properties 1 and 2 and evaluate the EE achieved by the proposed policy.
We set = = ℎ = D /3=10 −7 . The users are uniformly distributed in the range of 50 m ∼ 250 m away from the BS. There are 20 nodes lie in the concerned area of each user, which may be sensors or other users around the target user. The average packet arrival rate from each node is 10 packets per second, which is the typical value in vehicle networks as well as some other use cases [13] . Other parameters are listed in Table I . [15] Fixed circuit power c 0 50 mW [15] power amplifier efficiency 0.5 [15] The impact of using the approximated ℎ in (10) and the upper bound of t ( th ) (i.e., t ( th ) ) in the optimization is shown in Table II , where = 1, = 20 and the user-BS distance is 250 m. The achieved ℎ is obtained by computing the average number of discarded packets from (9) with the optimal policy over 10 11 Rayleigh fading channel realizations and then substituting it into (10) . We can see that the achieved ℎ are lower than the required ℎ , which means that the QoS requirement can be guaranteed with the approximation and upper bound used in constraint (15b). Similar results have been obtained for ≥ 2 that give rise to the same conclusion, which are omitted for conciseness. By substituting t ( th ) = ℎ into (13), we can see that the average transmit power is insensitive to proactive packet dropping probability, i.e., the approximation and the bound have minor impact on EE. Values of th with different transmission error probability requirements are shown in Table III , where B = 1. It can be seen that th is much larger than the coherence bandwidth (e.g., 0.5 MHz). Furthermore, we can prove that th increases with B and , and does not change with the channel gain. The proof is omitted due to lack of space. Thus, (19) strictly decreases with and is convex in if is smaller than coherence bandwidth. The average total power consumption obtained with different numbers of active transmit antennas is shown in Fig. 2 . The dash curves are obtained with different number of users, which reflect the traffic load. It shows that the average total power consumption first decreases and then increases with t for given user density. This is because there is a tradeoff between transmit power and circuit power. Transmit power is high when t is small, and circuit power is high when t is large. The solid curve shows the relation between the minimal average total power consumption and the corresponding optimal number of active transmit antennas. It shows that both the minimum average total power and * t increase with .
The maximized EE versus number of users is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . The dash curves are the maximal EE achieved by optimizing transmit power and bandwidth allocation with given number of antennas (which can be regarded as a modified policy of [10] by considering a more accurate approximation of achievable rate), where the circle in each curve indicates the maximal number of users that can be supported with the given resources. The solid curve is the maximal EE achieved by the proposed optimal resource allocation, where the number of antennas is jointly optimized with transmit power and bandwidth. As is shown, the EE increases with under light traffic load, but decreases with under heavy traffic load. The gaps between the solid curve and the dash curves indicate that adjusting the number of active antennas according to the number of users is critical to maximizing the EE.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied how to optimize energy efficient resource allocation for URLLC. We formulated a problem to optimize transmit power, bandwidth, and number of active antennas that maximizes the EE under the ultra-low E2E latency and ultra-high overall reliability requirements. Although the optimization problem is non-convex owing to the nonconcave achievable rate with finite blocklength channel codes, the global optimal solution was obtained. Simulation and numerical results validated our analysis and showed that by jointly optimizing the number of active antennas together with the transmit power and bandwidth, the EE of the system can be improved significantly.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THE PROPERTIES OF (19)
Proof. The index is omitted in this appendix for notational simplicity. The first order and second order derivatives of ( ) are respectively
Denote ( ) = − 3 /2 + 2 + 4 √ + 4 2 . Notice that ′′ ( ) = 0 if and only if ( ) = 0. We can also obtain that ′ ( ) > 0, ∈ [0, (1) ) and ′ ( ) < 0, ∈ ( (1) , +∞), where (1) is the solution of ′ ( (1) ) = 0. Since (0) = 4 2 > 0 and ( ) increases with when ∈ [0, (1) ), ( ) > 0, ∀ ∈ [0, (1) ). Moreover, ( ) decreases with when ∈ ( (1) , +∞), and ( ) → −∞ when → ∞. Hence, we can find (0) in ( (1) , +∞), which is the solution of ( (0) ) = 0. Then, we have
By analyzing (A.2), we can find th ∈ (0, (0) ) that satisfies ′ ( th ) = 0 (the details are omitted due to the lack of space). Then, from (A.3) and lim →∞ ′ ( ) = 0 we have
Therefore, there exists a unique point th ∈ (0, +∞) that minimizes ( ). Since ′ ( ) < 0 and ′′ ( ) > 0 when ∈ (0, th ), ( ) is a strict decreasing and convex function of when ∈ (0, th ).
